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Ideas to make your perfect Master and Children’s Bedroom to summer
Master Bedroom: The bedroom is an extremely private space in a house when you relax and
rejuvenate, which is important to pay more attention to this space. To create a relaxed and soothing
space, you can go for soft pink mixed with earthy neutrals and warm tons of gold and give it an
elegant look. Add simple wooden furniture and rich patterned fabrics to complete the room’s look.
Vibrant children’s room: While kids like to spend their time outside with friends during summer
holidays, they also spend a lot of time at home doing holiday homework. It is imperative to
surround them with a combination of colours which complements their vibrant energy levels.
Using light pastels will create a cooler look and help children feel enthused even indoors. Also, Prof. Ruchika Sharma
Interior Designer
children’s room have a lot of scope for accessories, so you can add a mini desk, blackboards and
maps to keep them inspired and add to the playfulness of the room.

A city which bears qualities that increase vitality and citizen who maintains a quality life there
would establish a mutualistic relationship. Vitality in the spaces which involve this relationship
would invigorate the city and provide necessary energy and power for development of the city.
Green Spaces & Indoor Plantation
The summer season is coming so we will talk about how to decrees the temperature of our home or indoor
spaces. By the help of indoor plantation we can create green space. In our indoor spaces like living room,
balcony, kitchen etc. There are so much benefits of indoor plantation in summers reduce carbon dioxide
levels, increasing humidity, reducing level of certain pollutants, such as benzene & nitrogen dioxide,
reducing airborne dust levels, keeping air temperature down. Indoor plantation & gardening keep us stress
free & busy. We can provide aesthetic & cool look to our indoor spaces. There is verity of indoor plants –
Snake plant, Spider plant, Lucky bamboo, Weeping fig, Areca palm, Boston fern, Pathos, Baby rubber
plant, Flamingo lily, Croton etc. We can place all these plants in our indoor or outdoor. We can place
snack plant in corner because it groves more in dark space & consume less water so there is no chance of
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any dust or dirt in our balcony. We can grove hanging plants like money plant weeping fig & other if we
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have small balcony so we can do vertical gardening also because it is good idea to consume small space in
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living room, corridors and other indoor spaces. We can keep pots it will be good if we will use coco peat
& terra cotta pots because if we grove plants in these pots so plants will be more health & happy. Clay
pots is also looks cool & it is pollution free & ecofriendly. Kitchen garden is also very good idea of
gardening we can grove vegetable & medicinal plants & use them in our daily life.

A city which bears qualities that increase vitality and citizen who maintains a quality life there would
establish a mutualistic relationship. Vitality in the spaces which involve this relationship would invigorate
the city and provide necessary energy and power for development of the city.
Earthenware Interior Cooling Lights
We’ve all had that in summer the temperature stay warm but how would you feel about tricks that can keep
your home interior lighting cooler in summer. It helps you prevent the environment and to control temperature
in summer.
 It is heatproof and cool proof and thus practicable for cooling lights.
 It is heat-resistant(any foam of clay that the kiln and glazed is bound to resist heat).
 It is cheaper, eco-friendly and unique shape and design.
 Switching over every single bulb in your home for some cooler light.
 Light than the cooler (blue, white) light of fluorescents and some led.
 Convection transfer of heat is very slow and mush user than through solid mass, it reduces heat temperature.
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Best fabric for summer to control room temperature and make you feel relax andcomfortable
 We can use COTTON FABRIC bed sheets because it is the first and the most preferred fabric and it
makes the air circulation easy letting you go cool and calm during hot days.
 We can use KHADI FABRIC for curtains, it is the Mahatma Gandhi’s ignited fabric and it is the best
fabric for summer and offers seething and cooling effect.
 We can use JUTE FABRIC for home decor like: candle holder, lamps and placemats it is made of fibers
that do not degrade with the sun explore.
 We can use LINEN FABRIC for table clothes and bedroom couch because linen is the lightest fabric
Saumya Singh and it allows air to pass through.
M.Voc. (ID) II sem  We can use RAFFIA FABRIC as a wallpaper it is also good for summer season.
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 We can use SILK FABRIC for cushions it is the lighter fabric to binge in the summer heat and the
material is anti-allergic, lint free and prevents bacterial growth.

Some tips to keep our space cool on hot days:
 Facilitate cross ventilation
 Add some greenery
 Use Breathable curtains like jute
 The right fabric for e.g.- cotton
 Use cool colour paints and lighting
 Reduce the load of appliances
 Reduce the clutter which also helps to increase
positivity
 Mud Ac - this is new invention by an architect where
he used terracotta tubes which help to reduce ambient
temperature without harming environment.
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Plants that keep your house cool in summers
There are some plants that keep your homes and offices cool. And the plus point is these plants
require less water as well as less maintenance. Whenever we talk about the plants that keep our home
cool, the first plant comes in our mind is aloe vera. If you have ALOE VERA in your house, it will
not only keep your house cool, but will also provide you with fresh aloe vera gel for treating nasty
sunburns. It lowers the air temperature of your house and protects the house from overheating. You
can use this plant in indoor and outdoor. In interior designing, aloe vera plant is used for making your
house places beautiful. FICUS TREE is also popular from their great benefits, it helps in air
temperature cool as well as reduces air pollution and improve the quality of air in your home. FERN
plant helps to not only cool and humidify the air, but alike aloe vera, it is essential for cleaning
formaldehyde out of the air. It is one of the most effective air-purifying plants among all. Another
plant is GOLDEN POTHOS, this plant is a great plant as requires little care, and it will keep your air
cool and purified. If we talk about the plant which is best for your bedroom, that is SNAKE PLANT,
as this plant doesn’t take any oxygen away, especially at the night time. It emits oxygen and keeps
your room cool and fresh. In interiors, the plant which is widely use for the decoration purpose is
ARECA PALM TREE. It is also popular living room plant and it acts as a natural air humidifier. In
addition to cooling off your home, the areca palm helps in removing benzene, formaldehyde, and
trichloroethylene from the air.
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